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Kent City Council Joins More Than 100 Localities 
in Support of Medicare for All 

  
KENT, OHIO – The Kent City Council on Wednesday, 10/19/22 passed a resolution in support 

of a nationwide Medicare for All program with a supermajority of 7 - 2, sending a strong 

message to Representative Tim Ryan that residents of his district care about ending for-profit 

healthcare in favor of a universal system without copays or out-of-pocket costs. 

 

In Ohio’s 13th district, where Kent is located, more than 43,000 people are uninsured, and over 

117,000 people live below the poverty threshold. 

 

Kent joins more than 100 other localities nationwide that have called for guaranteed healthcare 

for all – regardless of age, race, income, or zip code. 

 

Councilwoman Heidi Schaffer-Bish works with Coleman Health Services and encounters many 

people struggling to make ends meet when it comes to healthcare. “We’ve seen that 

government-based healthcare works, and private insurance through your employer does not.” 

 

Dr. Timothy Barreiro, a physician practicing in Tim Ryan’s hometown of Youngstown, OH, 

emphasizes the problematic nature of the healthcare industry, “Even patients with insurance 

face difficulty. The cost of an inhaler depending on your insurance can range anywhere from $2 

to $700 a canister, and no one can afford that.” 

 

The potential cost of medications is a huge barrier for those without insurance. “I’ve lost count of 

the new treatments that work better than anything else we have right now that we can’t 

prescribe because many insurances won’t cover it,” medical student Michael West states as he 

reflected on his experience in healthcare. “What good is the innovation of our current system if 

most people don’t have access?” 

 

Some members of the Council voiced their support for a universal health insurance program 

citing its ability to stabilize small businesses and strengthen America’s workforce. “The reality is, 

when we put our minds to it, we come up with the money in this country,” shared Councilman 

Roger Sidoti. “I strongly feel that to have a strong capitalist society, you need to have a healthy 

population.” 
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Councilwoman Gwen Rosenberg, founder of the locally owned and operated business, 

Popped!, experiences the challenges of the current healthcare system firsthand. “I’ve had a 

front row seat when it comes to getting affordable insurance as a small business owner. I view 

access to affordable healthcare as an economic stimulus for local and small businesses.” 

 

The chair of the board of health, Councilman Jack Amrhein, declared, “We’ve got a long road 

ahead of us… but I think we need a new slogan. Make America Care Again.” 

 

More information about the growing grassroots movement demanding that Congress pass the 

Medicare for All Act of 2022 can be found at medicare4allresolutions.org. 
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